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Frost's "momentary stay against confusion" is Barbara Esch Shisler's mode of trying to make sense of life
through poems that worry the riddles of getting old, family dynamics, dreams, prayer, the evening news,
bees-not to mention love, death, and God

"'Love every tedious beat/ of your dear and fleeting life,' writes Barbara Esch Shisler in her poem, 'To a
Mountain.' And she takes her own advice, plainly naming a world of pleasures and pains. In her gaze,
African violets are 'luscious birds in furry nests,' and meals at the Nursing Home, 'vague purees.' The strange
teachings of Jesus turn and flash in her imagination. These poems offer good company for anyone brave
enough to face the freedom and losses that come with age." -Julia Spicher Kasdorf, author, Poetry in
America

"In these brave, bright, searching poems, Shisler explores the fears and delights of that time of life when 'Old
and new make love all day, / their souls curved close / against chill and darkening.' Within the necessary,
painful recognitions of mortality and loss, Shisler finds her way to both an unsentimental faith and a lovely,
celebrative lyricism." -Jeff Gundy, Author, Somewhere Near Defiance and Songs from an Empty Cage

"Barbara's poetry takes me places I wouldn't go on my own, often with the surprising result of going more
deeply into my own reflections about life, aging, death, faith and family." -Richard A. Kauffman, senior
editor and book review editor,  The Christian Century

Momentary Stay is volume 11 in the DreamSeeker Poetry Series, and follows The Apple Speaks, volume 10

The Author:  Barbara Esch Shisler is a retired Mennonite pastor and spiritual director, active in her Perkasie
Mennonite congregation. Her life as wife, mother, and grandmother is filled with friends, gardening, dogs,
movies, books and much more. Reading and writing poetry have been a lifelong joy and learning.
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From reader reviews:

Tracy McCulloch:

This Momentary Stay usually are reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The key
reason why of this Momentary Stay can be one of several great books you must have will be giving you
more than just simple looking at food but feed a person with information that maybe will shock your before
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions in e-book
and printed kinds. Beside that this Momentary Stay forcing you to have an enormous of experience for
example rich vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that we all know it useful in your day task. So
, let's have it and revel in reading.

Ashley Davis:

The actual book Momentary Stay will bring someone to the new experience of reading a new book. The
author style to describe the idea is very unique. In the event you try to find new book to learn, this book very
suited to you. The book Momentary Stay is much recommended to you to learn. You can also get the e-book
from the official web site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Joshua Stickley:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always try and and must have the spare time or they will get lot
of stress from both daily life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have free time, we will say
absolutely without a doubt. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we consult again, what kind of
activity do you have when the spare time coming to a person of course your answer will probably unlimited
right. Then ever try this one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, the
particular book you have read is Momentary Stay.

Rose Engle:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book especially book entitled
Momentary Stay your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that maybe
unknown for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a guide then
become one web form conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get just before. The Momentary
Stay giving you one more experience more than blown away your mind but also giving you useful facts for
your better life on this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern this is your body and mind are going
to be pleased when you are finished reading through it, like winning a. Do you want to try this extraordinary
shelling out spare time activity?
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